
Earlier this year, Interactive Communications, Inc. published the whitepaper, Classic Wholesaler Missteps: Thirteen Unlucky 

Numbers.  The response from distributors was immediate, loud and clear: Firms of all sizes and shapes recognized their wholesalers in 

some or several of the missteps presented.  And many asked whether these missteps held true for their internal wholesalers.

This  companion whitepaper identifies internal wholesaler missteps.  We listened to calls from a variety of  Sales Desks and identified 

patterns.    We also surveyed Sales Desks Managers across the industry who identified missteps they observe on a daily basis.   Much 

of their input mirrored our observations and is included in this paper.

Sales desks are undergoing massive change.  Many are experimenting with a variety of wholesaling models.*   While models are 

important,  the quality of the interaction drives the business.  As with externals, the new game strategy requires internals to have finely 

honed selling skills that are in tune with how advisors have changed.

Here are some classic selling missteps that result in less than stellar internal wholesaler interactions with advisors:

1. I’m Not Important 

Internal wholesalers have come up  with a 

variety of ways to crush their credibility 

during the opening seconds of a call by 

telegraphing that they!re not important.   A 

few of the most common openings include:

• “Do you have a quick second …”  or “I!ll 

be brief…” or “I know you are busy…” or 

any statement that promises that the 

internal will go away as quickly as possible.

• “I wanted to make sure you received the literature I sent you.” 

This  follow-up  on the post office prompted one advisor to say, 

“Someone should tell them that the U.S. mail works.”

• “My external wholesaler said I should call you…”  or “You may 

have heard of  my wholesaler …”  or any opening that indicates 

that the external is more important than the caller.

2. It’s Too Personal

Sales Desk Managers across the board said that most internals 

don!t ask few (if  any) questions to qualify the advisors they work 

with.  We concur. An astonishing number of internals believe 

that  questions about assets under management or annual fund 

production are just “too personal.”  The truth is most advisors 

don!t have a problem with these questions, and given their line 

of work, expect to be asked!

3. The Cliff Dive And Other Sports

We see many fearless internal wholesalers jump right off the cliff 

without reviewing CRM information about the advisor or having 

a specific call objective.  Call prep  in general is not a popular 

activity. All we can say is, beware of shallow water.

4. Dumb, Dumber, Dumbest

Advisors value calls  from internals  who 

bring something different  or useful to their 

attention.   Here are three common 

outbound call openings that prompt busy 

advisors to sigh impatiently and avoid 

subsequent calls:

• “How!s it going?”  and in second place, “What!s up?”  

Sometimes these are delivered with a slight swagger.   Would 

you stay on the phone?  

• “I!m calling to touch base.”  Yes, and…?

• “I!m calling to thank you for your business…”  Advisors usually 

react  positively to “thank you”  calls, but  here!s the reality 

check:   Every firm Interactive Communications has observed 

makes them.   They don!t distinguish your internals from the 

crowd.

5. Let Me Tell You Everything You Never Wanted To 
Know

Presenting without knowing what the advisor wants / needs is a 

particularly pervasive malady and usually begins with “Do you 
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have a quick second for a sales idea?”   Internals neglect 

important probing questions, hit the advisor full barrel with their 

best (lengthy and technical) pitch, and hope the spaghetti sticks. 

6. If You Send It They Will Buy

Are your internals happy when advisors say they want 

literature?  Here are two quite popular misconceptions: 

• Thinking that “Can I send you some literature?”  is a close.  

One glance at the literature stacked in a corner of advisors! 

offices gathering dust tells the real story.

• Thinking that “Send me something,” is sign of interest (he 

wants literature!) when it!s usually an objection.  Many 

advisors use this as an easy way to get an internal off the 

phone.  Then the lit goes straight  onto the stack mentioned 

above.

7. Wishing And Hoping

What is the number one mistake made by 

sales people (including internals) across all 

industries?  Not asking for the business. 

Internals are especially  #ask averse! with 

advisors they know well because they 

don!t feel they need to ask (or they don!t 

want  to be #pushy!).   And, like their 

partners in the field, they often confuse a trial close (“Is that 

something you could use?”) with a specific ask for action that 

moves the sale forward.

8. Getting To No

For some reason many internal wholesalers like to end their 

calls  with a final no by asking questions like, “Is there anything I 

can help you with?”  or “Do you need anything?”   This often 

leads to a variation of  “Don!t call me, I!ll call you.”

9. Don’t Let The Door Hit You On Your Way Out

Ahh, the gatekeeper. Many internals 

devote lots of energy to getting around (or 

under or over) these fierce guardians.  In 

today!s market,  many high-end advisors 

have junior advisors that answer the 

phone for them and screen out internal 

wholesalers.   These gatekeepers can and 

will divulge important qualifying 

information and get the advisor to take 

the call,  but only if the internal knows how 

to make them look good.

10. Tick Tock

Effective internals spend the right amount 

of time with the right advisors.  Three 

popular time wasters that keep internals 

busy in an unproductive way are:

• Calling the same advisors every month 

regardless of potential /  advisor interest 

because they are “on the list” and “part 

of my rotation.”

• Calling only advisors who like them or take their call (the 

friendship trap).

• Failing to #fire!  low-end producers who can take up time that 

could be spent prospecting for higher value advisor 

relationships.  

We should also mention the calls from the external that 

sometimes clog the queue.  Often these calls  sound like “I  have 

about an hour before my next 

appointment and I  don!t have 

anyone to talk to except my 

GPS.  What!s going on?”

11. It’s Here Somewhere

To maximize their impact on 

sales results, internals must 

organize their days effectively.  

It!s especially important for them to have lists (with phone 

numbers!) ready and prioritized before their day begins. We 

witnessed many instances of the #internal shuffle!  which consists 

of flipping through stacks of  papers and reports, randomly 

checking their screen, and comments like “Hmmm, here!s 

somebody I could call…”  Equally critical for their credibility is the 

speed with which they can put their hands on accurate,  up-to 

date information.

12. Double Dipping

Tag teaming is an essential advisor touch point strategy.  

However, many internals call only advisors that  the external has 

seen or is going to see. This can be a caloric luxury and barrier 

to a healthy pipeline.  Efficient  prospecting for new advisors, 

especially by internals, is a mandate for asset  growth. The days 

of advisors selling more than 2 or 3 funds from one fund family 

are rapidly evaporating.  The more successful firms identify 

distinct  roles for both internals and externals in how they work 

together and establish an "all hands on deck" strategy. 

13. At The Sound Of The Beep, Delete

Most advisors treat internal wholesaler voicemail like spam. 

They love that delete button and even the most “awesome”  pitch 

gets  trashed. Despite this, many internals call advisors multiple 

times and leave multiple awesome pitches.  This drip method 

can get an internal on the advisor!s “Do Not Take This Call” list.

One final point:

We have found many instances where the measures used to manage internal wholesaler activities play a role in driving some of these 

missteps.  Examples of these include metrics that reward dials, connects, and talk time.
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About Interactive Communications 

Founded in 1994 by Mary Anne Doggett and Claudia 

Fogelin,  Interactive Communications, Inc.  is a sales 

consulting firm that seeks to advance the way financial 

services firms design, build, and increase the 

effectiveness their distribution organization. 

By providing consulting, training and coaching, they help 

their clients increase sales results, retain top  talent,  and 

capture today!s opportunities while at the same time 

preparing for future trends.

Interactive Communications works exclusively with 

financial services firms — asset managers, banks, 

insurance companies and investment firms.  Their client 

list consists of well-known names in the industry and firms 

of all sizes and includes wholesaling teams (external/

internal/hybrid),  institutional sales teams, key accounts 

teams and retirement specialists.

Interactive Communications, Inc.

126 East 56th Street

28th Floor

New York, NY 10022

www.interactive-com.com
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